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 Cellini breaks the mould whereinto the molten liquid
 has run-

 Est ce fo - lie ou bien ge - ni - e, Voy-

 - ez, Voy - ez Lis - ez. &c.

 .d-

 and reveals the statue. Then comes a dialogue
 of forgiveness and reconciliation, and the Pupils'
 Chorus (already twice heard) brings the opera to a
 triumphant end.

 To convey even an approximate idea of the har-
 monic structure of the music in " Benvenuto Cellini "

 would take up far more space than can be accorded
 here. Enough that it is in its way remarkable,
 full of hardihood, which sometimes results in hard-
 ness, and distinguished by a large measure of the
 independence asserted by Berlioz in every one of his
 important efforts. The fate of the work in England
 we cannot pretend to foretell. That the story will
 not operate much against it may, however, be
 affirmed; and as the stage is bustling throughout,
 as the musical and scenic effects are broad, and as
 the name of Berlioz is now a name of power, it is
 decidedly on the cards that the forthcoming pro-
 duction of " Benvenuto Cellini" at Her Majesty's
 Theatre will prove a success.

 THE MASTERSINGERS OF NUREMBERG
 AN ANALYSIS OF RICHARD WAGNER'S OPERA

 BY F. CORDER.

 (Continued from page 12.)
 Hans Sachs, having beaten Eva out of the field with

 her own weapons, chuckles arid retires into his house,
 but only to listen to the result of his artful manceuvre.
 For he has determined to help the lovers and at the
 same time defeat any rash folly of which they may
 be guilty. Magdalena wants Eva to come in, as it is
 now late and they have to decide what to do about
 Beckmesser, who intends to come in the night and
 serenade Miss Pogner with the prize-song by which he
 hopes to win her on the morrow. It is decided that
 Magdalena shall go to the window instead of Eva, who
 seems already to be contemplating an elopement.
 After impatient waiting, Walter rushes down the
 alley and the lovers meet again.

 Here we might expect one of those love-scenes in
 which the composer shows himself at his greatest-
 but no! The dramatic situation will not properly
 admit of such a thing, and the musician in Wagner
 must always give way to the dramatist. After a few
 endearments, accompanied in a most wild and tumul-
 tuous fashion, the first phrase of our last quotation
 being the only recognisable theme flung up at
 intervals from the orchestral billows, Walter gets
 upon the subject of his wrongs, and utters a long
 tirade against his enemies the Masters. The music
 here is wild and furious, working chiefly the Marker
 motive (No. 13) and the phrase (No. 9a). At the
 climax, Walter is interrupted and startled by the
 approaching sound of the Night- Watchman's horn, and
 Eva makes him hide behind a tree till the danger is

 over, she, meanwhile, retiring indoors. Here we
 have a theme which seems intended to represent our
 heroine, or else her projected elopement:-

 No. Is 8;,1

 - P a

 o-r - -- -

 7 - -- _ , - - -.

 Then the old Watchman crosses the stage, singing
 the old traditional song to the old traditional tune:-

 Hark to what I say, good people;
 Strikes ten from every steeple,
 Put out your fire and eke your light
 That no one may take harm this night:

 Praise the Lord of Heaven!

 A funny effect is here made by the song being in F,
 and the Watchman's horn in F sharp, causing horrible
 discord. The coast being clear Walter is enraptured
 by the reappearance of Eva, disguised in lagdalena's
 clothes. Here appear some more suggestions of the
 master-song which Walter composes later on; the
 idea of this being inspired by his love for Eva is
 very beautifully worked out. As the lovers prepare
 to fly, Sachs, who has kept on the watch, lets fall a
 stream of light across the street from his lamp, so
 that discovery is inevitable. They draw back into
 the shadow, uncertain what to do, when the tinkling
 of a lute is heard, suggesting to Sachs a still more
 ingenious mode of teasing, yet protecting the lovers,
 of revenging himself for Beckmesser's impertinence,
 and at the same time indulging his own love of a joke.
 Beckmesser comes and plants himself before Pogner's
 house to serenade Eva, thus effectually preventing
 the lovers from passing down the alley to escape, and
 Sachs turns his mischievousness to play against him.
 Just as the serenade is about to begin the cobbler
 strikes up a rough, not to say profane, ditty, hammer-
 ing lustily on his last. This song is too long to quote
 with any effect, but it has a fine bold melody, of which
 the cobbler's motive forms the refrain. In spite of
 all Beckinesser's entreaties, Sachs insists upon singing
 three long verses, and is about to encore himself when
 the Marker contrives a parley. Before proceeding
 we should point out how in the third verse of this
 cobbler's song, where the sentiment becomes more
 poetic, the violoncello sustains a melody of a totally
 distinct character, which in the third act becomes
 the symbol of Hans Sachs's poetical nature. It runs
 thus :-

 No. I9a.

 - -- . . ..

 The lovers are hiding under the lime-tree in an agony
 of suspense, and Beckmesser is wanting to begin his
 song. Sachs refuses to leave off his job, not wishing
 any more abuse from the Marker for his delay in
 finishing the shoes, and he cannot work without sing-
 ing. After long argument it is agreed that Beckmesser
 shall proceed with his serenade and Sachs shall mark
 the faults by strokes of his hammer:-

 Beck. But you must agree to restrain your tool,
 And not strike when I am breaking no rule.

 Sachs. Though a cobbler, my power I'll not abuse,
 Though my fingers itch to complete those shoes.

 Beck. Your master's word?
 Sachs. And cobbler's truth.
 Beck. If it is faultless, fair and smooth--
 Sachs. Then you must go unshod, forsooth!
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 And under these ridiculous circumstances the song
 is sung, but to Iagdalena, who appears at the window
 in Eva's dress. The above dispute has been held to
 an ingenious working-out of the cobbler-motive and
 the first bar of No. ga. Beckomesser's serenade is a
 piece of farcical nonsense; the words are made to go
 as wrongly as possible to the music, and the tune,
 involving as far as possible nothing but the open notes
 of a guitar or lute, is preposterous: e.g.-

 I see the dawning daylight,
 WVith great pleasure I do;
 For now my heart takes a right
 Courage both fresh and new.
 I do not think of dying,
 Rather of trying
 A young maiden to win.
 Oh, wherefore doth the weather
 Then to-day so excel?
 I to all say together
 jTis because a damsel
 By her beloved father,
 At his wish rather

 To be wed dobt go in.
 The bold man who
 Would come and view

 May see the maiden there so true
 On whom my hopes I firmly glue;
 ThereforC is the sky so bright blue
 As I said to begin.

 The principal features of the music to this ridiculous
 effusion are-

 No 20Lute.

 the symphony on the lute, and-

 "I see the dawning daylight, With great pleasure I do."

 Sachs drives the wretched Marker frantic by his per-
 petual corrections and hammerings, winding up by
 copying his sneer to Walter: "Have you nearly
 finished? . . . I've finished with the shoes, that's
 all." He retires, shouting with laughter at the con-
 sciousness of having paid off old scores, while Bec'k-
 messer desperately hurries through the last verse of
 his unlucky serenade. But new misfortunes befall.
 David is awakened by the noise, and beholds a man
 serenading his Magdalena. He leaps out of the
 window, and attacks him. The neighbours are also
 roused by these unusual nocturnal sounds, and
 begin to collect at door and window. Excited by the
 fight, they gradually join in-Prentices, Journeymen,
 and the public at large, till the row becomes general.
 Women scream from the windows, and pour water
 on the heads of the combatants to separate them;
 the masters and old citizens come out and threaten
 them in vain. The subject of this ensemble, which is
 in about twenty-two separate vocal parts, is a theme
 made from phrases in the serenade, thus--
 No.2x.~ 35"" ~

 &N.2

 the upper part being the " street-riot " motive, which
 is worked fugally with the passages in thirds for a
 counter-subject. Simultaneously with this fugue the
 trombones play the serenade in its normal form. The
 uproar and confusion of this ingenious and original
 scene are beyond description; indeed, to shirk the
 almost insuperable task of teaching a chorus in more
 than twenty parts which is only chaos when sung, it
 is not uncommon in performance to let every one
 sing what and how he chooses, and this increases

 the fun of the scene without hurting the effect, the
 orchestra having it all its own way. When the riot
 is at its height-cudgels flying, oaths and abuse re-
 sounding-Walter resolves to make a dash for it and
 escape with Eva in the confusion, but the watchful
 Sachs clears a path to them with his strap, and
 shouting, "1Get in, Mistress Lena," hands the
 terrified girl to her father, who has appeared in his
 nightcap, sent in Lena (thinking her to be his daugh-
 ter), and come out on the doorstep to look for the
 missing servant. Sachs then tears David from the
 wretched Beckmesser, whom he is still pounding,
 kicks him into the shop, and drags Walter in there
 with him, locking and bolting his door. At the
 same moment the sound of the Watchman's horn is
 heard; a panic seizes the crowd; they disperse with
 ludicrous rapidity, so that by the time the old man
 totters round the corner rubbing his eyes and staring
 about to find the cause of the noise, the stage is
 quite empty. As he discordantly sings-

 Hark to what I say, good people:
 Eleven strikes from each steeple;
 Defend you all from spectre and sprite,
 Let no evil pow'r your souls affright.

 Praise the Lord of Heaven-

 the murmur of the orchestra dies away, the " Eva"
 motive (No. 18) peacefully reappears, pervaded by
 little scraps of the serenade; and as the battered
 Marker limps home, avoiding the Watchman, and
 leaving the so lately crowded stage empty and silent,
 the curtain falls-a striking end to perhaps the
 most strikingly original and humorous scene in all
 opera.

 The Prelude to the third act is one of those pieces
 of programme-music-tone-pictures, to use a rather
 affected expression-which Wagner alone of all com-
 posers knows how to write. Analysed, it is found to
 be a mere collection of scraps taken from various
 themes allotted to Hans Sachs. But who can analyse
 the gorgeous orchestral colouring, or the nameless
 charm which causes this formless pot-pourri to con-
 jure up before our eyes the old cobbler-poet, seated
 in his chair in the morning sunlight, reading his big
 volume, while all around him is peace and holiday
 brightness ? The groundwork of the movement is
 the " Hans Sachs" motive already quoted (Nos. Iga
 and I9b), the second half of which bears a short
 futgato leading to a beautiful choral, said to be by
 Hans Sachs himself. Half way through this we
 wander off into scraps of the cobbler's song, which
 have entirely lost their grotesque character, and
 become serious and poetic. The violins, with an
 imitation on a phrase which before had no import-
 ance-

 No. 22.

 rise higher and higher till they seem to vanish in the
 sky, when the choral is resumed below by the brass
 and finished, its close being interrupted by a return
 of the " Hans Sachs " motive fully harmonised in the
 strings, bringing the movement to an end in .the
 following exquisitely beautiful manner:-
 No. I9c.

 ff espress. dim.
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 .~ :
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 The close is, as usual, broken by the entry of another
 subject-the Prentices' music (No. 7), the curtain
 rising at the same time, and showing us the interior
 of Hans Sachs's house, with the cobbler seated, as
 above described, reading and dreaming. The timid
 and repentant David, in disgrace for his escapade of
 last night, strives in vain to propitiate his master, I
 who hardly seems to hear or heed his words. The
 " Prentice" motive is almost the sole material of this
 rather unnecessary scene, which is probably only
 inserted to heighten the effect of Hans Sachs's mag-
 nificent monologue which follows. The old man
 ponders over the ease with which all the world can
 be led astray, and the passions of men roused and
 turned in any desired direction-witness last night's
 brawl. No. 19 forms the groundwork for most of
 this, but at the words--

 Old ways and customs keeping,
 How peacefully I see

 My dear old Niirnberg sleeping
 In midst of Germany-

 the " Niiremberg" motive (No. 16) appears, improved
 by the following added counterpoint as a middle part,
 which henceforth always accompanies it:-
 No. a6a.. r -

 _ Pedal bass. -o 7,7?-
 OF--

 As he goes on to recall all the circumstances of the
 riot, No. 16 grows strangely agitated, and finally
 melts into the music of the end of the last act:-

 'Twas like some impish spell.
 Some glowworm could not find his mate;
 'Twas he stirred up this wrath and hate.
 The elder's charm-Midsummer Eve.

 During these lines the "Eva" motive, high up on
 muted violins and harps, becomes a fairylike scherzo,
 giving tremendous force to the burst of full orchestra
 on the following line:-

 But now, behold--Midsummer Day,

 when the "St. John's Day" figure appears as in
 Pogner's speech, and continues to the end of the
 soliloquy in fine combination with the Nuremberg
 theme.

 Walter then enters, and in reply to his host's
 greeting and inquiry mentions that he has had a
 wondrous lovely dream. Sachs begs that he will

 dictate it to him in the form of a song, but avoids
 giving his reasons. He defends the Masters against
 Walter's abuse, and explains their principles. The
 music of this scene is founded chiefly on the " Poet-
 Walter" theme (No. 2), and a new phrase derived
 from No. I9a:

 No. 23 * .

 A beautiful melody (bearing, however, an unfortu-
 nate resemblance to the well-known second subject
 of Nicolai's Overture to "The Merry Wives of
 Windsor") pervades Ilans Sachs's defence of the
 Mastersingers :-
 No. 24 .-

 ? ,,- -- --

 0-0  _--_  _ 4 . -I 
 -,_ __ _ __., ~

 t ATl 1 t 1LOic tp

 ~Walter is at last persuaded to narrate his vision,
 which is certainly not more clear than the generality
 of dreams, being, in fact, a mere pile of poetic words
 to the effect that he thought himself in a lovely
 garden, where the tree of life, the muse of poetry,
 the tree of fame, and Eva all got mixed up. Poeti-
 cally speaking this song is a decided failure, but
 the music is all aglow with melody. The opening
 phrase is-
 No. 25.

 ....  - -. . .. .  ,  . _.. .

 to which follows an altered version of No. 2. There
 are two verses of this, and the third is on the love
 theme No. 4 (put in 3-4 time, of course), the whole
 forming a "bar" or "stave," according to the rules
 of the Mastersingers. Sachs makes Walter compose
 two such staves and wants a third, but Walter gets
 tired (like the audience) and refuses to go on. So
 the old man, leaving the paper on which he has taken
 down the song upon his table, takes his guest into
 the next room to put on his best clothes and prepare
 for the Festival; for he has a deep-laid plan which
 he keeps to himself. A very curious scene follows,
 apparently introduced merely to give time for Sachs
 to dress: Beckmiesser, not yet recovered from his last
 night's adventure, comes down the street at back,
 and, seeing the workshop empty, comes in to rest
 and compose himself. He says not a word, but the
 orchestra follows the current of his thoughts in the
 most extraordinary fashion-his examination of his
 injuries, his reflections on his disgrace, the riot,
 Sachs, -I'altcer, Eva-his tumultous feelings bring all
 these b'efore him in a chaotic flood, and however
 good or bad the actor may happen to be, it is impos-
 sible to mistake the meaning of the music during a
 scene of one hundred bars long. Casting his eyes
 around in search of Sachs (No. I9), they light on the
 paper containing Walter's song (No. 25), and a glance
 at this convinces him that Sachs has written it with
 a view to competing for Eva's hand himself, and this
 is the reason of last night's trick. As this light
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 breaks in on him Sachs re-enters and Beckmesser taxes
 him with his perfidy, in a very harsh and ugly scene
 of which the " Marker " (No. 13), " Cobbler " (No. 14),
 and "Riot" (No. 21) motives form the material
 with one new comical phrase added:--
 No. 26.

 FTIN - I + F_---- -+

 i o i ay-0

 Sachs, without denying the authorship of the poem,
 disclaims any intention of competing, and makes
 Becknmesser a present of the paper. This throws the
 Marker into an ecstasy of joy and gratitude, for his
 own song, having produced such dire results last
 night, must be abandoned, and he has no other.
 With a song by the great Sachs, who promises not
 to claim it as his own, he feels sure of the prize, and
 goes home in exuberant delight to commit it to
 memory. Sachs moralising over the deceit and bad-
 heartedness of Becknicsser, who to us certainly
 appears more of a fool than a rogue, is interrupted
 by a morning call from the fair Eva, in festal array.
 Something is wrong with her shoe, but she gives the
 most contradictory descriptions of what ails it. The
 " Eva" motive is here presented in a new and
 simpler guise :-
 No. I8a.

 i v" i  -- I -dP ~ ~ WO70

 Sachs removes one of her shoes and pretends to do
 something to it, leaving Eva unable to move, with
 her shoeless foot on a stool, when he hears her utter
 a cry of astonishment and delight: Sir Walter has
 appeared at the chamber-door in all his splendid
 knightly array:-

 Sachs. Aha 'tis here ! now the reason I know.
 Child, you are right-'tis in the solc.
 One moment and I'll make it whole ..
 Hark ye, child ! I've given it much thought
 How my work should to an end be brought.
 The best way's to join the contest for you;
 I might win some renown as a poet too.
 Come now, reply. You do not heed?
 Your head's full of some one else indeed!
 All right 1 You say: " Stick to your shoes!"
 Will some one give us a song to amuse?
 I heard to-day a lovely one:
 Let's see if the third verse can be done.

 Whereupon WValtcr is inspired with his third verse,
 at the end of which Sachs, still hiding his intense
 emotion beneath a mask of humour, restores Eva's
 shoe, asking her if it still pinches, with other quaint
 speeches. Eva, with an outburst of sincere feeling,
 blesses her old friend for his watchful kindness to her,
 and ends by assuring him that if she had any choice
 at all in the matter he should be her husband. To
 which Sachs replies drily :-

 My child
 Sir Tristan I have read of-

 Isolde's story dark:
 Hans Sachs has prudent dread of

 The fate of poor King Mark.

 And here, to our delight, we find the two most pro-
 minent themes from Wagner's opera on this subject
 presented to us:-

 No. 27. "The Lo e-potion."

 No. 28. " King Mark."

 tbs-

 In a long and whimsical speech Sachs now declares
 that a new master-song has just been born, and that
 they must all solemnly christen it, for which purpose
 he calls in Magdalena and David as witnesses. The
 christening hymn, No. 6, is the most prominent
 feature here. David is released from his apprentice-
 ship (by the old custom of a box on the ear) and made
 a journeyman, that he may be a legal witness, and
 Eva is requested to make the christening speech.
 Here we have Wagner's solitary specimen-and a very
 lovely one it is-of a set concerted piece; a quintet
 in which all the parts are of equal importance and
 interest. The opening phrases-
 No. 29.

 -

 i--j- - -

 i !. -_-___B_,. j _ 4 _M

 which suggest the main subject of the "Siegfried
 Idyl "-form the principal material, combined with
 the first bars of the phrases of Walter's prize-song,
 Nos. 4 and 25. This quintet forms a fitting climax
 and end to the scene; the curtain shrouds the stage
 during a change (indeed the last scene is often made
 into a fourth act), and the orchestra occupies itself
 with the "Nuremberg" motive, No. I6a, until a
 trumpet-call, much used during this last scene-
 No.30

 --o 4------ mi go

 is heard behind, when a torrent of different themes
 sets in, with the March, No. I, as a bass, and soon
 afterwards we are shown an open meadow by the
 River Pegnitz, where the Mastersingers' Festival is
 just commencing. Several of the trades guilds march
 on, singing characteristic choruses-the Cobblers with
 No. 14, the Tailors with a well-known phrase from
 Rossini's " Tancredi" (in allusion to the story of how
 a tailor saved a besieged city by dressing up as a goat
 and capering on the walls).

 Then boats come up the river, bringing girls from
 different villages of the neighbourhood, the Prentices
 join them, and a charming dance takes place. This
 is an old-fashioned waltz written entirely in periods
 of seven bars:-
 No. 31.

 D rone bass B ?.---------- ------- ------ - ------

 --__'------------ -
 It is interrupted by the approach of the Master-
 singers in procession with their banner and all their
 pomp to the strains of the Prelude Nos. I and 3.
 When all have entered and taken their places Eva is
 put in the seat of honour; and on the entry of Sachs,
 the darling of Nuremberg, the whole crowd bursts
 out into the exquisite choral which forms the Prelude
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 to Act 3. As the shouts and cries of " Hail, Hans
 Sachs !" die away, the orchestra softly takes up No.
 19, and the old cobbler rises, with much emotion, to
 express his thanks, saying:-

 Your hearts you ease-mine you oppress:
 I feel my own unworthiness--

 and then proceeds to recapitulate the substance of
 Pognzer's address in First Act, telling, what we have
 already heard several times, what they have met
 together to do. The music of the " competition "
 reappears, with the addition of the "Nuremberg"
 motive, and altogether this speech is superfluous.
 Bcckmcsser, taking Sachs aside, assures him that the
 new song will drive him mad: he cannot learn it and
 it will not fit his old tune. Sachs encourages him,
 and the Marker advances to his trial. Seeing his
 confusion and grotesque nervousness the people jeer
 him in an odd chorus to the phrase No. 3b, while the
 Prentices are making a raised mound of turf to serve
 as a singer's seat. After much preparation he be-
 gins, but-whether from Sachs's bad writing or his
 own stupidity is not clear-he turns the words of the
 song into sheer nonsense. Thus what was in Walter's
 song--

 Morning was gleaming with roseate light,
 The air was filled
 With scent distilled

 Where, beauty beaming
 Past all dreaming,

 A garden did invite
 My raptured sight-

 becomes with Beckinesser-
 Yawning and steaming with roseate light,

 My hair was filled
 With scent distilled,
 My boots were beaming
 With no meaning.

 A guard I did invite
 To strap me tight.

 After three verses of this sort of thing the people
 from murmuring rise to peals of laughter and derision,
 driving the Marker into upbraiding Sachs for palming
 off upon him a piece of trash like this; and having
 thus diverted public attention to another quarter he
 escapes to hide his discomfiture. Sachs, in answer
 to the indignant queries of the Masters, simply
 declares that the song is far too beautiful to be his,
 and demands leave to prove it by calling a witness
 who alone can sing it correctly-showing himself its
 author. This is incredulously acceded to, and Walter
 steps forward; his gallant bearing creating at once
 a favourable impression. The Masters now smell a
 rat, but they consent to hear the young man, who
 now, instead of singing the song as it was in the
 previous scene, condenses it into one stave of three
 verses, each far more elaborate and artistic than the
 first version. The whole assembly is carried away by
 the originality and beauty of the song, and Walter
 is unanimously declared the winner of the prize,
 amid the acclamations of the multitude. They are
 about to invest him with the collar of masterhood,
 but he shrinks back, saying, as he embraces Eva:-

 Not Master-nay,
 I'll find reward some other way.

 At this scarcely courteous rebuff, the Masters and
 people naturally look blank, but Sachs gently reproves
 him :-

 Disparage not the Masters' ways,
 But show respect to Art:

 All they can give of highest praise
 To you they here impart.

 Not through your ancestors and birth--
 Not by your weapons' strength and worth--

 But by a poet's brain,
 Which Mastership did gain,

 You have attained your present bliss.
 So think you thankfully on this:
 How can you e'er the Art despise
 Which can bestow so rare a prize ?-

 and then he proceeds to make a long speech to the
 effect that Germany can never fall so long as she

 honours her Masters and her Art, concluding
 thus:

 So heed my words-
 Honour your German Masters,
 If you would stay disasters;

 For while they dwell in every heart,
 Though should depart

 The pride of holy Rome,
 Still thrives at home

 Our sacred German Art.

 And as the people repeat these lines in chorus,
 shouting " tHail, Sachs! Hail, Nuremberg's darling,
 Sachs ! " the curtain falls. The music of this scene,
 consisting entirely of old material-the Master-
 singers' and Nuremberg themes--needs no further
 description.

 It will be seen by this mere summary of the action
 and music that we have here a work of most un-
 common calibre and scope. It taxes the resources of
 the largest opera-houses to their utmost, requiring a
 four or five-fold chorus, an unusual number of good
 singers for subordinate parts, an extensive stage, and
 an enormous orchestra. The music, as we have said
 before, is-both to the technical musician and the
 uncultured hearer-as fine as any other work of the
 master; it is in the poem that the weakness lies.
 Dialogue of the most prosaic, or at least unlyric,
 style is there to be found by the dozen pages at a
 time, and when the composer endeavours to soar-as
 in Walter's songs-his poetry is of anything but a
 high order. But this is only a fault which exists
 equally in the " Nibelung Ring," and goes a very small
 way towards weakening the gigantic power and grasp
 shown in every bar of music that VWagner writes. On
 the whole, this opera may rank as the composer's
 masterpiece, more popular than " Tristan," more
 practicable than the " Nibelungen " tetralogy, more
 beautiful than any.

 THE GREAT COMPOSERS.

 BY JOSEPH BENNETT.
 No. XI.--CHOPIN (continued from page 15).

 IN 1827, Chopin left the Warsaw Lyceum, and his
 parents, acting on the advice of friends, resolved to
 let him follow the bent of his own musical inclina-
 tions. He was then eighteen years of age, and
 appears to have been a young man of considerable
 attractions, both in person and manner. Believing
 this, however, we need not accept, save with more
 than the proverbial grain of salt, George Sand's
 ecstatic word-portrait as we have it in her " Lucrezia
 Floriani." The illustrious novelist " gushed," as a
 matter of course, over the man who for some years
 was her hero, and her imagination ran riot when
 urged by devotion to make him, if possible, better
 than the angels :-

 " He was delicate both in body and mind. Through
 the want of muscular development he retained a
 peculiar beauty, an exceptional physiognomy, which
 had, if we may venture so to speak, neither age nor
 sex. It was not the bold and masculine air of a
 descendant of a race of magnates who knew nothing
 but drinking, hunting, and making war; neither was
 it the effeminate loveliness of a cherub cozilezr de rose.
 It was more like the ideal creations with which the
 poetry of the Middle Ages adorned the Christian
 temples-a beautiful angel, with a form pure and
 slight as a young god of Olympus, with a face like
 that of a majestic woman filled with a divine sorrow,
 and, as the crown of all, an expression at the same
 time tender and severe, chaste and impassioned."

 Of his manner we have a sketch from the same
 rapturous pen :-

 " He was externally so affectionate, his education
 had been so finished, and he possessed so much
 natural grace, that he had the gift of pleasing even
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